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A
Walk in the
Woods
One woman’s rain-soaked adventure
on the Kanawha Trace Trail.
WRITTEN AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY HEATHER GREENFIELD
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I

chewed my cold-soaked oatmeal on the porch
of the Eagle’s Nest shelter and watched the
trail I was supposed to hike turn into a river.
The charming drizzle of the day before had
transformed overnight into an angry May
torrent, carving through beaten path and
exposed clay, crashing over ridgelines into the
dense forest below. The storm looked relentless.
It felt exhausting.
My shoes were still soaked from the day before. My
gear, which was dry when I went to sleep, was damp
from sitting in the humidity and sideways rain all night.
Most of my food was gone. So was my spork.
Although underprepared and bested by my own hubris,
I still would not admit defeat. But even if the storm abated,
my map showed there were more than 20 creek crossings
I would likely have to wade. Alone. If I were pulled under,
no one could save me. I lacked the experience to know
what to do, as well as the internet access to find out. It was
time to call in reinforcements, and I knew just who to call:
the Boy Scouts.

The Eagle’s Nest
shelter is the
second campsite on
the Kanawha Trace
Trail. It was built
by the property
owner’s sons as
their Eagle Scout
Service Project.
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Fairylands and Backyards

I went on my first camping trip last summer, less than a
year before setting out on the Kanawha Trace Trail. It
was part of my decision to stay in West Virginia, to stop
longing for major metropolitan amenities and make my
own happiness here with what my home has to offer. So I
bought a tent and sleeping bag online and, one weekend,
set them up beneath some talkative screech owls in a
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Kanawha State Forest campsite. It was love. I’ve been a
weekend warrior ever since.
I had been interested in thru-hiking for a while, but
it’s an intimidating prospect for someone who’s never
hiked more than seven miles at a stretch. But there’s a
solution for those who l want to try thru-hiking but lack
the money or experience usually required. And it’s a
solution that can only be found in West Virginia.
Built in the late ’50s and early ’60s by members of Boy
Scout Troop 42, the 31.68-mile Kanawha Trace Trail
runs from the confluence of the Mud and Guyandotte
rivers in Barboursville, in Cabell County, to Fraziers
Bottom on the Kanawha River in Putnam County.
It crosses three counties and, except for a few roads,
is mostly on private land. The troop has continued
to maintain the trail since it opened in 1962, with
cooperation from the property owners.
The trail is popular with runners and mountain bikers
but hikers have it best. Usually an experience reserved
for elite outdoor athletes, the Boy Scouts offer supported
thru-hikes for greenhorns like me. For a donation of your
choosing, someone will ferry your camping gear from site
to site, drop you off at the trailhead, and pick you up at the
end. Just send the official Kanawha Trace Facebook page a
quick message with some advance notice, and you’re ready
for adventure. While many groups offer supported treks,
as far as Troop 42 is aware, it’s the only supported private
property hiking trail in existence.
On a rainy Saturday morning in early May, I hitched
a ride with trail volunteer Robert Wilson to where the
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CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP
LEFT A sign

marks where
the trail begins
off Wildcat
Road. Two tent
platforms are
visible from the
Eagle’s Nest
porch on a
rainy morning.
The Williams
Shelter is the
first campsite
on the trail,
just a few miles
from Camp
Arrowhead.
The bridge over
Little Cabell
Creek is one of
several built by
Eagle Scouts.
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Kanawha Trace—“KT” to its fans—picks up on Wildcat
Road in Barboursville. After getting a brief rundown
of what to expect during the first day of what I was
hoping would be a three-day hike, I entrusted my heavy
car camping gear to my guardian. Then I heaved my
10-pound backpack onto my shoulders, its weight almost
entirely from food, and climbed up the first steps of the
KT. And up and up and up.
Although the troop built switchbacks into the trail,
the elevation gains are rugged and immediate. I found
a perfectly formed walking stick to keep myself from
eating the trail for lunch.
The majority of the trail runs through forest and,
between the showers and the seasonal flora, it had taken
on a magical quality. It felt more like a fairyland than
someone’s backyard in West Virginia. The path wanders
through deciduous woods to open meadows to waterfalls
spilling over ancient rock formations flanked by
evergreens and ferns. I was struck by how West Virginia
seems to hold the landscapes of so many different
worlds, all in just those first 10 miles.
I had the trail to myself except for a small group of
runners and a parade of turtles, their red and yellow
heads poking out and snapping back into their shells
with a pneumatic hiss. A family of deer bounded
through mist and over fences. I called a greeting to a
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wild turkey who ignored me. It would have been easy to
get lost in it all, but the trail is so well-marked that even
this directionally challenged hiker did not need her map
or compass.
The KT’s natural beauty isn’t without signs of human
intervention. There are several wood bridges built by
Eagle Scouts, funded by grants from the state Division
of Natural Resources. And, since I was walking on
private property, sometimes I would suddenly find myself
hiking over someone’s manicured lawn. There were
gravel roads leading past farms, trailers, and dilapidated
buildings. The calls of birds and tapping of raindrops
were occasionally interrupted by someone’s stereo playing
in their garage. That could have been annoying, if I had
wanted to completely immerse myself in the wilderness.
But as a woman travelling alone, it was a nice reminder
that people were close by.
Boy Scouts aren’t the only ones who help hikers on
the trail. Property owners leave waterhoses on in their
backyards, marked for those who’d like a refill. Wilson
even told me that, if I ran out of water, I could go up to
any house and ask for help.
After about two hours of hiking, I came to the
Williams Shelter, a three-sided, Adirondack-style shelter
with a privy and an old-school water pump that it took me
an embarrassingly long time to figure out. The water is
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Boy Scout Troop 42 built wooden steps into a curving incline.
Trail maintenance is a continuous project, made possible with
donations and grants.

sand-filtered and the health department has determined
it’s safe, but I still nearly spit out my first greedy gulp of
nail-flavored liquid. The iron smell never quite left my
water bottle. After a brief rest and a failed attempt to
dry my feet, I hoofed it to what would turn out to be my
ultimate destination.

Rain and Freedom

The rain picked up. While that made a romp through
the woods extra whimsical, I resembled a soaked
woodland creature by the time I arrived at the Eagle’s
Nest shelter. The property owner’s two sons built the
structure—which features a privy, fire pit, and a much
easier to use pump with scrumptious city water—for
their Eagle Scout Service Project.
I had reached the site fast enough to catch Wilson and
get a rundown of day two. I would have to leap over an
electric fence, cross a pasture before the bull who lived
there could see me, and meet up with my guide at mile
15 to get a water resupply. Turns out, the water pump at
Blackjack School House, the last campsite at around mile
20, is no longer in use. That could’ve spelled trouble for a
true solo hike, so I was glad to have a safety net.
After making sure I had everything I needed and
reminding me the property owner was only over the
ridge, I was left to my own devices. I ate almost all of

my food. Since I’d lost my spork, I made a peanut butter
sandwich with a pocket knife, which I absentmindedly
licked clean and cut my tongue. I made a small fire
with wet wood, a feat that made me feel mighty until it
was extinguished by the endless rain and my constant
meddling. After a long day of hiking, I forwent setting
up my tent and, rather than hanging out with shelter
mice, put my sleeping pad and bag out on the porch and
passed out.
I woke up to rain slapping my face. I dug around in
my sleeping bag for my phone to check the time. It was
11 at night. I used its flashlight feature to look around
and watched the wind drive rain in sideways silver streaks
over all I held dear and dry. Over the pounding tin roof, I
couldn’t decide if what I was hearing was dogs or coyotes.
It was the most free I’d felt since I could remember. The
landowners over the ridge were cozy in their bed, but
there were no walls or boundaries between me and the
wilderness in their backyard. I snuggled back down into
my bag and went to sleep.
I woke in the morning to a deluge and a dilemma. I
texted Wilson to confirm the meeting point but, deep
down, hoped he’d mention the weather. He was quick
to ask me if the rain was getting to me but I remained
too proud. “I haven’t made a call yet about the rain,” I
messaged back. If he didn’t think there was a problem,
maybe I was just a coward. A new text arrived: “Seriously
consider postponing finishing hike. Rain most of the
day.” I wasn’t going to argue with the Boy Scouts.
Bittersweet salvation would soon arrive.

White Whale, Hiking Trail

An hour later, Wilson hiked down from the property
owner’s house to carry my gear. He told me about the
flood warnings that had been called for the area, then
suggested I hike the last quarter mile to his sedan on
Jericho Road, just to get a sense of the trail.
It turned out to be more of a swim than a hike, but
I was glad he suggested it. I was able to see it was right
to postpone, even though the sun would come out that
afternoon and I’d regret it anyway. I passed the mocking
10-mile marker and caught my ride to the real world.
Since returning from my aborted thru-hike, I
find myself staring out the window of my cubicle on
rainy days, transported back to the trail. It’s harder to
concentrate on spreadsheets when there are water caches
to plan and lightweight backpacking gear to research.
I know the Kanawha Trace is out there—too old, too
beat in, and too well-loved to be washed away by even the
fiercest storm. When I attempt the hike again this fall, I
hope to be just as resilient. w
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